ANNUAL WORK PLAN
AY 2021-22
Area
Plan Developer

PLAN DETAILS
Final Budget
Narrative

Did you spend money where you intended at the beginning of the year? If not, why? Mention any budget modifications
or significant discrepancies between your approved budget and final expenditures.

Annual Plan
Final Narrative

What went well this year, and what didn’t go so well? Why? What will you do about it next year?

Annual Plan
Mid-Year
Narrative

After the end of the fall semester, review your goals and record any progress.

Mission

Enter the mission statement for your area.

Narrative

Provide any helpful context for your plan, such as committee members or officers, special requirements for grantfunded programs, or unusual circumstances affecting your area.

Annual Work Plan Template
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PLAN GOALS - GOAL 1 (required)
Strategic Goal
Strategic Goal Objective
Responsible Party

Planned Term Completion

Action Item(s)

What specific action(s) will your area take this year to advance the selected strategic goal objective?

Indicator(s)

What are the expected outcomes of the action item(s)? How will you measure the success or determine the completion
of your action item(s)?

Mid-Year
Update

After the end of the fall semester, what is the status of this action item? Have you made any progress or changes to
your action item(s)?

Results

What actually happened this year? What actions were taken, and what were the outcomes of those actions?

Future Action(s)

Given the results, what will you do next?

Goal Status:

Annual Work Plan Template

Completed [term]: Action item(s) have been started and finished.
Not completed: Actions item(s) have not been started, or have not been
completed, with no future plans to complete them.
Ongoing: Action item(s) will continue to be carried out.
In Progress: Action item(s) started, but not completed; will carry into next year.
Deferred: Action item(s) not started, will carry into next year.
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PLAN GOALS - GOAL 2 (required)
Strategic Goal
Strategic Goal Objective
Responsible Party

Planned Term Completion

Action Item(s)

What specific action(s) will your area take this year to advance the selected strategic goal objective?

Indicator(s)

What are the expected outcomes of the action item(s)? How will you measure the success or determine the completion
of your action item(s)?

Mid-Year
Update

After the end of the fall semester, what is the status of this action item? Have you made any progress or changes to
your action item(s)?

Results

What actually happened this year? What actions were taken, and what were the outcomes of those actions?

Future Action(s)

Given the results, what will you do next?

Goal Status

Annual Work Plan Template

Completed [term]: Action item(s) have been started and finished.
Not completed: Actions item(s) have not been started, or have not been
completed, with no future plans to complete them.
Ongoing: Action item(s) will continue to be carried out.
In Progress: Action item(s) started, but not completed; will carry into next year.
Deferred: Action item(s) not started, will carry into next year.
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PLAN GOALS - GOAL 3 (required)
Strategic Goal
Strategic Goal Objective
Responsible Party

Planned Term Completion

Action Item(s)

What specific action(s) will your area take this year to advance the selected strategic goal objective?

Indicator(s)

What are the expected outcomes of the action item(s)? How will you measure the success or determine the completion
of your action item(s)?

Mid-Year
Update

After the end of the fall semester, what is the status of this action item? Have you made any progress or changes to
your action item(s)?

Results

What actually happened this year? What actions were taken, and what were the outcomes of those actions?

Future Action(s)

Given the results, what will you do next?

Goal Status

Annual Work Plan Template

Completed [term]: Action item(s) have been started and finished.
Not completed: Actions item(s) have not been started, or have not been
completed, with no future plans to complete them.
Ongoing: Action item(s) will continue to be carried out.
In Progress: Action item(s) started, but not completed; will carry into next year.
Deferred: Action item(s) not started, will carry into next year.
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PLAN GOALS - GOAL 4 (optional)
Strategic Goal
Strategic Goal Objective
Responsible Party

Planned Term Completion

Action Item(s)

What specific action(s) will your area take this year to advance the selected strategic goal objective?

Indicator(s)

What are the expected outcomes of the action item(s)? How will you measure the success or determine the completion
of your action item(s)?

Mid-Year
Update

After the end of the fall semester, what is the status of this action item? Have you made any progress or changes to
your action item(s)?

Results

What actually happened this year? What actions were taken, and what were the outcomes of those actions?

Future Action(s)

Given the results, what will you do next?

Goal Status

Annual Work Plan Template

Completed [term]: Action item(s) have been started and finished.
Not completed: Actions item(s) have not been started, or have not been
completed, with no future plans to complete them.
Ongoing: Action item(s) will continue to be carried out.
In Progress: Action item(s) started, but not completed; will carry into next year.
Deferred: Action item(s) not started, will carry into next year.
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PLAN GOALS - GOAL 5 (optional)
Strategic Goal
Strategic Goal Objective
Responsible Party

Planned Term Completion

Action Item(s)

What specific action(s) will your area take this year to advance the selected strategic goal objective?

Indicator(s)

What are the expected outcomes of the action item(s)? How will you measure the success or determine the completion
of your action item(s)?

Mid-Year
Update

After the end of the fall semester, what is the status of this action item? Have you made any progress or changes to
your action item(s)?

Results

What actually happened this year? What actions were taken, and what were the outcomes of those actions?

Future Action(s)

Given the results, what will you do next?

Goal Status

Annual Work Plan Template

Completed [term]: Action item(s) have been started and finished.
Not completed: Actions item(s) have not been started, or have not been
completed, with no future plans to complete them.
Ongoing: Action item(s) will continue to be carried out.
In Progress: Action item(s) started, but not completed; will carry into next year.
Deferred: Action item(s) not started, will carry into next year.
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